The worklines and office environments are so unique, which means that the requirements for multifunctional systems are customised. You will have a large range of options available to configure your system to meet your needs.

- External appearances are important: Impress your customers and business partners with your attractive documents. Documents are stapled with the finisher* so they are dispatch-ready and the post can be sent!
- Optimise your workflow: Speed up your scanning processes by scanning colour and b/w templates with the dual scan original feeder* with a total capacity of 250 pages.
- Be creative: Use the intuitive tools of the multi-faceted printer driver.

Optimum colour levels: Create office documents that look more appealing and are higher quality – without additional configuration.

- Save money: Use the intuitive colour printing function when you need it. Define which user groups should be able to print in colour. This could be achieved using a card reader system*.
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2500ci – Achieve even better effects with colour

Produce real eye-catchers with colour. Colour documents are more easily noticed, more memorable and last longer in the memory. Hardly any industry can get by without colour printouts; various user groups want to benefit from the positive effect of colour documents. Colour packs a punch.
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With others, you’d have to search hard for what we have long considered standard.

Here are a few examples: You will be pleased with the reliable features of our 3060i, 3560i and 2500ci A3 colour and b/w multifunctional systems, which can be flexibly modified. And should you need to, you can even take your time to think about it. You will be able to draw on unlimited resources with the multi-faceted, optional configuration possibilities and tailor your system to suit your needs. Do yourself a favour: Optimise your workflow.

Efficiency and flexibility included

Perfect your workflows: Day-to-day experiences have shown which functions are most important for efficiently managing complex, regularly recurring tasks. Tap into the potential of colour and b/w multifunctional systems while increasing the quality of your deliverables. You should not have to settle for less.

- Improve your image: Create attractive handouts or presentations for customers on high-quality paper with additional cover sheets and back pages, print internal documents on normal paper. High paper capacities mean you don’t have to refill as often.
- Increase your productivity, meet your deadlines: You will soon have the first page in your hand thanks to short warm-up times and a rapid first copy. High speed outputs of up to 35 pages per minute in b/w (3560i), 25 pages per minute in colour (2500ci) and incredibly high duplex productivity ensure your documents are ready in the blink of an eye – with no time pressure.

Innovations that simplify your work

- Conserves resources, reduce your energy consumption: Work in a more environmentally friendly manner with the ‘Deep Sleep Mode’ and only activate the system components that you really need.
- Show the format: Print and scan formats from A6r up to A3, save paper weights of up to 256 g/m².
- You don’t have to send large volumes of data via e-mail: You can compress PDF files easily on when scanning as standard and check the size of documents before sending.
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- Protect your data: The Data Security Kit* enables you to delete your data and prevent data on the hard disk from being retrieved after use.

- You define who can do what: Scalable security and accounting solutions* determine user groups and the range of access options.

Quality is not an optional extra – it comes as standard.

TA Triumph-Adler is the document business expert. We offer our clients individual analysis, consultancy and efficient document workflows – not only on paper, but also electronically and with long-term service. For whatever professional needs arise, print, photocopier, fax, scan, archive documents, or need to optimise processes, TA Triumph-Adler concepts and solutions are the first choice. Our customers benefit greatly from the user-optimised technologies offered by our innovative systems. TA Triumph-Adler and the TA Triumph-Adler logo are registered trademarks of TA Triumph-Adler GmbH. All other brand names are the registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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